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Capital expenditure on
Uninterruptible Power Supplies
(UPS) is a means of ensuring reliable
volts and amps for critical loads, in
effect the consumer is taking out an
insurance policy. For large three
phase systems this expenditure can be
considerable as it may also involve
installation costs, switchgear,
distribution and alternative energy
costs such as battery banks and
standby diesel generators. In addi-
tion, UPS heat losses may have a
direct effect on air-conditioning
equipment costs whereas operating
efficiency, input power-factor and
maintenance contracts effect revenue
expenditure. However this
expenditure can be magnified by
orders of magnitude if the UPS
system fails in operation because
effects of harmonic pollution were
ignored. Here are some of the poten-
tial pitfalls to watch out for and how
the Delta Conversion UPS can solve
your problems.

Most users of UPS systems are
mainly concerned with protecting
their critical load(s) from mains
disturbances such as brownouts,
blackouts and surges. Often
overlooked is the effect of connecting
UPS systems to the mains supply. In
effect the UPS acts as a buffer
between the source and critical load.
It will present a different impedance
to the source thereby modifying the
input power-factor and harmonic
content of the load reflected into the
mains whilst at the same time
suppressing mains-borne disturban-
ces from contaminating the load.
This is an often neglected feature of
the UPS in that it functions as a bi-
directional filter. However whilst
buffering load harmonics from the
utility the static UPS input (i.e.
front-end rectifier) can also inject
considerable harmonic pollution into
the utility. This pollution if ignored

may well jeopardize the reliability,
operating lifetime and overall rating
of your system. Furthermore if it can
be shown that you are contaminating
or interfering with another consumer
connected to the same point then you
can be prosecuted.

Harmonics and G5/3
With conventional static on-line dual
conversion systems the front-end is
inherently non-linear i.e. 3φ six-pulse
rectifiers comprising phase-control-
led thyristors. Such systems draw
considerable harmonic current from
the mains leading to total harmonic
current distortion (THID) figures of
typically 30%! The electrical utilities
are obliged to supply voltage
waveforms with THVD figures of
≤5% at the point of common coupling
(PCC) with other users in accordance
with limits specified by Table 3 of
G5/3. This document also publishes
permitted harmonic currents at the
PCC (Table 2 of G5/3) which when
used in accordance with the UK
Electricity Supply Industries inter-
pretation of supply impedance
enables the installation to comply
with 5% THVD limit. With phase-
controlled thyristor rectifiers voltage
distortion results from (a) rectifier
line commutation notches (caused by
conduction overlap of two thyristors)
and (b) harmonic currents inter-

acting with the source impedance. In
some cases the UPS actually
presents a worse load to the
utility than the critical load it is
supplying!

Fig. 1: 6 Pulse Rectifier + Filter
As system kVA increases it becomes
increasingly difficult to comply with
fixed amplitude harmonic limits
specified by G5/3 at 415V. As a
consequence consumers may have to
install on-site distribution
transformers e.g. 1, 1.5 MVA and
refer the PCC at 6.6kV or 11kV
(rather than 415V) in order to
comply with harmonic limits.
As a rough guide a single UPS
module with an unfiltered 6-pulse
rectifier can only be specified to
100kVA rating when connected to a
415V PCC. Unfortunately the grid
usually has about 1.5% ‘latent’
THVD which may force the consumer
to carry out site measurements in
order to comply.

A 6-pulse rectifier produces a high
level of fifth harmonic and is the
most commonly used of all 3φ
rectifier systems. It is shown in fig 1
with series reactance (for line
notches and buffer impedance),
shunt filter (fifth harmonic trap) and
LC network to clean up battery
ripple. Multi-module versions of
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these can be used with input
transformers to phase shift
harmonics leading to considerable
harmonic reduction. With this
scheme two modules in parallel can
be used up to 400kVA from 415V
supply, however if one module
should go down it effects harmonic
cancellation of the other unit thereby
limiting maximum rating to about
130kVA!
Passive harmonic reduction (and to a
lesser extent power-factor
improvement) for very large UPS
systems has led to elaborate 12 pulse
systems with interconnected Y ∆-Y
transformers, a version of which is
shown in fig 2. Such systems require
11th harmonic trap filters, series
reactance for line notches and
buffering and inter-phase reactors to
force current sharing on the DC side.
These circuits not only add conside-
rable cost to the overall UPS but
reduce AC/AC conversion efficiency
and can excite electrical resonance’s
leading to overvoltage failure of
harmonic filter capacitors and
additional harmonic losses in the
utility and installation. In reality
such systems can only be used to
about 400kVA before distribution
transformers are required to comply
with G5/3 harmonic pollution limits.

Effects of Harmonic Distortion
In addition to distorting the voltage
waveform at the PCC thereby
affecting other loads, harmonics
cause a reduction in power-factor,
additional heating of cabling,
switchgear, fusing, distribution
transformers and standby generators
(resistance increases due to ‘skin-
effect’ and impedance is a function of
frequency). Higher operating
temperatures reduce system
reliability and operating lifetime and
require downgrading of nameplate
kVA rating of transformers / genera-
tors.
A poor power-factor causes higher
RMS currents to flow for a given load
which may lead to premature
tripping of C/B’s and fuse failure in
addition to higher electricity bills

(where consumers are tariffed
according to peak kVA demand
rather than energy consumption i.e.
kWh). In addition a poor power-
factor can cause excessive distribu-
tion losses and limit kVA allocation
from the distribution transformer
and standby generator.

From a utilities point of view the
ideal world would consist of
linear loads with unity power-
factor. From the aforementioned
paragraphs the basic problem is
one of simply connecting a
rectifier across the mains supply!

Specifying Diesel Generator Sets
The problem of interfacing large 3φ
UPS systems to the utility is related
to the harmonic distortion and
power-factor that the UPS imposes
onto the mains supply. Such systems
usually require back-up diesel
generators since the cost of
specifying more than 15 minutes of
battery back-up becomes uneconomic
at power levels of 500kVA and
beyond. The problem now arises in
that the sub-transient reactance of
an alternator (typically 16%) is much
higher than the reactance of a
distribution transformer (typically
4%) which means that the THVD
figure will grossly exceed 5%. Often
the only alternative is to oversize the
generator set by a factor of at least
two in comparison to UPS rating and
allow 10% distortion on the LV bus-
bars.

If the generator is undersized it
may cause severe problems with
load connected to the same LV
bus-bars, especially UPS line
commutation notches. These can
increase in amplitude due to
higher source reactance leading
to filter capacitor failure, AVR
malfunction and PC timers/
clocks which can speed up if
there are multiple zero
crossovers of the fundamental
period.

When 12-pulse rectifiers are lightly
loaded they can present a leading
power-factor which may cause
generator sets to become unstable.
When the generator ‘handshakes’
with the UPS following a mains
outage it will still see a leading
power-factor even if the UPS is fully
loaded as the rectifier must follow a
‘soft-start’ ramp up before drawing
full power from the generator.
Consumers should check this out
before exchanging contracts as on-
site fixes may involve expensive
commissioning delays.
Operational problems often occur at
the instant the generator set is
coupled to the LV bus-bars after a
power blackout. With conventional
dual conversion UPS systems the
input transformer is demagnetized
and may draw a large inrush surge.
This in itself shouldn’t stall the
generator but if any chiller pumps
are also connected to the same bus-
bar and do not have soft-start up
then the simultaneous start-up surge
of induction motors and UPS

Fig. 2: 12 Pulse Rectifier + Filter
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transformers may well exceed the
capability of the generator. In such
cases it is wise to time sequence
chiller pump start-up by an effective
BMS (Building Management Sy-
stem). Failure to do this may
necessitate oversizing generator kVA
rating simply in order to supply
transient loading.
Standby diesel generators must be
specified in accordance to standby
duty which determines fuel tank
capacity, eight hours is usually a
minimum. However for most of their
working life they are an expensive
fixed asset rusting away in a disused
state. Far better to put them to good
use by investing in co-generation
schemes which for a little extra
outlay can effectively payback capital
expenditure within 3/4 years.
This is now actively encouraged since
privatization of the utilities where
peak lopping schemes enable
electricity to be exported back to the
grid for say one hour/working day.
This is certainly worth considering in
cases where generators back up the
consumers entire infrastructure
which may involve several MVA of
installed capacity.

Active Solutions to the
Harmonics Problem
The legislators of this world are
likely to introduce more legislation in
an effort to get consumers to clean
up their act, they’ve already done so
in the form of IEC 1000-3-2
(previously EN60555-2) and will
drive this further to higher power
levels (legislation at present only

extends to 16Amps/phase on a 3φ
supply).
This has prompted much effort into
solving mains pollution problems
from the passive into the active
domain, i.e. using high frequency
power electronics instead of low
frequency filters, phase-shift
transformers and rectifiers. However
even with active filters a great deal
of Wattless energy has to be
switched and controlled making the
active solution an expensive option.
Such solutions are shown in fig 3
where a shunt kVAr compensator
can be connected to the UPS front-
end and supplies anti-phase
harmonic currents by switching and
storing Wattless energy via a 3φ
transistorized bridge. Bear in mind
that to compensate an unfiltered
controlled rectifier from 0.8 lag
(typically 30% THD) to 5% THD
approaching unity PF requires
switching  >50% reactive power
which gets worse as the input volts
increase. A series version is also
shown which in essence is an active
3φ power-factor corrected bridge
which must switch full rated real
power. With both systems HF ripple
current must be attenuated (which is
easier and cheaper than filtering
mains harmonics). However the
advantages gained in magnetics cost
reduction is negated by expensive 3φ
transistor bridges where cost/kVA of
power processing is greater with
transistors than with thyristors.
The shunt solution is an expensive
add-on, the series solution is a way of
eliminating harmonics at source

when AC is converted to DC.

UPS Systems,
Efficiency/Installation
The dual conversion system has been
around for thirty years. There is no
patent on its methodology so
essentially it has improved by
introduction of new technology.
Further cost can only be squeezed
out of it by more efficient manufactu-
ring and purchasing clout.
The dual conversion system requires
an input transformer/controlled
rectifier to provide a regulated DC
link to enable the inverter system to
function and the batteries to be
charged. It is shown in Fig 4.

The filter is necessary for higher
rated units in order to clean up
harmonic pollution that the rectifier
injects into the supply. Normal on-
line power flow is shown by direction
of arrows.
Typically with good design a front-
end AC/DC efficiency of 0.97 p.u. and
an inverter with DC/AC efficiency of
0.96 p.u. will give an overall opera-
ting AC/AC efficiency of  0.93 p.u.
This is a brick wall limitation!

Fig. 3: Rectifier with active filters
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Throwing more money into
improving efficiency will simply
provide diminishing returns. Soft
resonant switching for UPS is not
the answer as IGBT technology is
more suited to hard (PWM) switch-
ing. There is no device currently
available at very high power levels to
efficiently sustain soft switching!

The fundamental limitation with
the dual conversion concept is
that it has to process the same
power twice!

By way of example, supposing a
system is processing 1MW of power
continuously with energy costs of
£0.04/unit. If the AC/AC conversion
efficiency can be raised from 0.93
p.u. to 0.96 p.u. this represents a
saving of:

1MWx(1/0.93 – 1/0.96) = 33.6kW

or £0.04x24x365x33.6 = £11,773 per
annum or > £100k over 10 years.

Note also this heat reduction may
reduce air-conditioning expenditure
on account of higher UPS efficiency!

For large installations it is normal to
employ parallel N+1 redundancy
throughout the system in order to
avoid single point failures. In which
case failure of a generator,
switchboard, UPS, battery tier, air-
conditioning unit and/or distribution
panel doesn’t jeopardize the entire
system. Using parallel redundant
operated UPS modules means each
UPS is processing power well below
maximum rating. Consumers should
check efficiency vs. actual power
output in order to calculate heat
losses. This is especially critical
when supplying computer loads
which may contain substantial
distortion currents (although the
modern trend is increasingly toward
power-factor corrected computer
systems). Efficiency figures quoted
earlier apply to benign linear loads.
If the UPS is driving a load rich in
harmonics then it cannot process lots
of kVAr without some reduction in
efficiency. This is important when
batteries are situated in the same
room as UPS modules. If battery
lifetime is to be prolonged then
operation in a well ventilated 20˚C
environment is necessary.

Increasingly the trend is toward
static UPS systems for large UPS
installations. These have
traditionally been the domain of
rotary UPS systems shown in Fig. 5.
Fig 5 ( i ) shows a rotary line-
interactive or parallel on-line UPS
whereas Fig 5 (ii) shows a rotary
series on-line UPS. Normal on-line
power flow is shown by direction of
arrows. In both cases static bypass is
omitted for clarity.

Both systems are robust in the sense
that rotary generators provide high
overload capability, have high
efficiency (better than the static dual
conversion principle), can supply
highly distorted and asymmetrical
(line-neutral) loading and claim high
MTBF figures.

The line interactive system suffers
from poor input power-factor at low
loading (due to the input choke)
which means the system draws high
levels of kVAr which must be
compensated by power-factor
correction capacitors if it is not to
oversize input cabling /switchgear.
The series on-line rotary requires a
synchronous motor/ alternator that
implies frequency excursions must be
counteracted by recourse to a solid-
state inverter with a rectifier front-
end. This system is really a hybrid as
it uses battery back-up with conside-
rable power electronic processing as
an alternative energy source. The
rotary line interactive requires a fuel
supply as an alternative energy
source to run a diesel engine in the
event of mains failure.
Both rotary types suffer from large
physical size and mass which lowers
their power-to-weight ratio and
power density (although the rotary
line interactive doesn’t require a
battery bank). They are expensive in
comparison to static systems not only
in terms of capital outlay but also in
revenue expenditure (higher
maintenance costs). This trend is
likely to continue as silicon costs are
falling whereas copper and iron are
not. Finally the old adage that a
rotary mass is somehow more
reliable than a complex piece of
electronics no longer applies. Power
electronics is now a mature
discipline, designers know how to
drive and protect vastly improved
IGBT power transistors and control
is digitally managed in most cases by
better software/microcontrollers. In
addition EMC legislation has
inadvertently ‘hardened’ electronic
systems to external/internal
interference.

The Delta Conversion UPS
Due to the limitations of the dual
conversion process APC developed
and patented an on-line delta
conversion UPS which at a stroke
eliminates the operational
limitations of it’s predecessor in that;
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1. It presents unity power-factor
load to the utility (>25%
loading) thereby drawing a
sinewave current input
irrespective of load current
distortion.

2. Can be paralleled up to several
MVA; it is not restricted by
G5/3 limits.

3. Has the highest AC/AC opera-
ting efficiency (>0.96 p.u. from
50% to full-load) of any UPS
system.

4. Is rated in real power, not
apparent power as used by
competitor companies. Hence the
consumer gets 25% more real
power which is a bonus when
driving new power-factor
corrected computer systems.

5. Is robust in the sense that it can
supply 200% overload capability
in normal operation for a period
of 60 seconds.

6. Has the highest power to weight
ratio and power density within
the industry. A 480kVA/kW
single module (see attached
photograph) measures 1.9m(W)
x1.8m(H)x0.8m(depth) and
weighs only 1800kg. This
equates to 267W/kg and 175kW/
m3 respectively.

As a result of these features the UPS
doesn’t pollute the mains and has the
lowest running costs within the
industry. Air conditioning systems
love it because it generates less heat
than any other on-line UPS system

and it is kind and gentle with
generator sets which need only be
specified at 1.25xUPS rating. In
addition it is constructed with non-
PVC materials and recyclable
components. APC’s utility and
environmentally friendly ‘E’ range
UPS is shown in Fig 6.

The delta UPS processes only the
difference (or delta) between an
unregulated input voltage VIN and a
regulated output voltage VOUT by
using a power feedback loop.
If VIN < VOUT, power is tapped from
the output, fed round the loop
comprising output inverter, delta
inverter and series current transfor-
mer to force delta voltage
VD to be in phase with the input.
If VIN >VOUT power flows around the
loop in the reverse direction causing
VD to oppose the input. Since both
inverters are bi-directional then each
doubles up as a battery charger.
The output inverter supplies
harmonic and/or reactive power to
the load, hence only real power is
drawn from the supply. If the mains
fails critical load is maintained by
battery/output inverter.
The delta conversion principle has no
rectifier system between source and
load thereby eliminating all the
inherent problems caused by
rectifiers and filters. No harmonic
pollution, no resonances, no
harmonic sink traps, no G5/3 worries
and no installation problems. In
addition there is no input transfor-
mer to energize when the mains or
standby generator is coupled to the
UPS thus eliminating high  inrush
surge currents. A comparison with
the ‘front-end’ of the dual conversion
system is shown in Table 1, in light
of increasing legislation it is not
surprising that the ‘traditionalists’
are deeply concerned!

The delta conversion principle by
design must have the same output
frequency as the source.
In the UK the electrical utilities are
statutory obliged to provide ±1%
frequency regulation. All on-line
UPS systems will track and phase-

lock to the incoming supply
frequency during normal mains
variations. The main difference
between the series and delta  sy-
stems is that during abnormal
conditions where the frequency is
outside tolerance limits the former
continue to derive energy from the
primary source whereas the latter
must go onto battery. Competitor
companies and traditionalists see
this as a limitation of the delta
conversion approach. Unfortunately
for them their criticism is completely
unfounded for the following reasons;

1. The main source of frequency
variation occurs when the
primary supply is a diesel-
generator. When ‘hit’ with a non-
linear step-load e.g. inrush surge
of chiller pumps used in large
non-critical loads connected to
the same PCC it can ‘wobble’.
The delta system will go onto
battery during this transient
until the generator speed control
recovers. This will only last a few
seconds and is of no consequence
regarding battery life.

2. Modern diesel-generator sets
have more precise electronic
speed control. Even with older
sets for a given step-load ‘hit’ the
delta system causes less demand
because it draws clean sinusoidal
current compared to the
distorted current of the dual
system.

3. Items 1. & 2. apply with sudden
load demand changes, in the vast
majority of cases the load is fixed
with the UPS transferring with a
break in input supply to the
generator. In such cases the
handover is ‘soft-started’ over a
period of several seconds. The
delta inverter gradually allows
more current from and in phase
with the generator thereby
reducing the load on the battery
until all energy is supplied by
the generator. This results in a
gradual load dependent
frequency shift which is within
mains tolerance. The same
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handshake procedure occurs
when the mains is re-applied.

4. Years of experience with systems
ranging from 10kVA to several
MVA have shown frequency
sensitive loads such as disc
drives, chiller pumps to be
unaffected by these systems.

The DP300E delta conversion UPS is
steadily gaining a foothold in the
market place as more consumers
begin to realize its utility friendly,
harmonic free installation. In
essence it is ‘clean and green’ which
in today’s environment is exactly
what is required!
There are many consumers out there
who are already benefiting from its
energy savings and cost benefits. It
will only be a matter of time before
the delta conversion process becomes
the dominant UPS principle.

Table 1:

PARA- THID INPUT
METER POWER

FACTOR

SYSTEM

6 PULSE 30 0.8

6 PULSE 10 0.9
with 5th

harmonic
filter

12 PULSE 10 0.8

12 PULSE  5 0.9
with 11th

harmonic
filter

Delta  2 1.0
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